Food Service Establishment Inspection Summary Report

Operation: TASTE OF ASIA (ID: 952619 )
Facility Name: TASTE OF ASIA
Facility Code: 01192-01
Facility Address: 2088 College Avenue, Elmira Heights, NY 14903

To the Attention of:
2088 TASTE OF ASIA, INC.
Jin Lin
Dba - Taste Of Asian
2088 College Ave.
Elmira Heights, NY 14903
Email: miahe0417@gmail.com

Re-Inspection
Date: August 24, 2018 02:39 PM
Inspector: Zachary Cavaluzzi (zcavaluzzi@co.chemung.ny.us)
Responsible Person: Mia He

Summary
Number of Public Health Hazards Found: 0
Number of Public Health Hazards NOT Corrected: 0
Number of Other Violations Found: 0

Each item found in violation is reported below along with the code requirement.

NO CRITICAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED

NO ADDITIONAL VIOLATIONS REPORTED

Additional Information Collected During Inspection
Comments: Conducted reinspection to follow up on violation 15B, wall above walk-in cooler and freezer lacking, from previous inspection. Violation observed corrected with meshed screen used to cover gap in area above walk-in. No other items evaluated during time of reinspection.

Inspector: Zachary Cavaluzzi (zcavaluzzi@co.chemung.ny.us)        Received by: Mia He